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Six Chapters

• Chapter 1 – Overview
• Chapter 2 – Africa in Global Agricultural Trade
• Chapter 3 – Intra-African Trade Integration
• Chapter 4 – Competitiveness of Afr. Countries in Agrifood Products
• Chapter 5 – Informal Cross-Border Trade in Africa
• Chapter 6 – Regional Integration in Southern Africa
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Two objectives and two requirements

• Objectives
- Present recent trends
- Provide analyses of important issues

• Requirements
- A unique database designed with coherence
- Policy recommendations
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A unique database designed with coherence from a statistical treatment of data from UN COMTRADE – this is a key issue for the study of African trade



The bad news: increasing deficit in staple food products

• Trade sold per value chain, US$ blns

• Source: 2020 AATM database
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Increasing African trade deficit in staple food products, but economic growth and population growth are larger in Africa than in the Rest of the World and there are other agricultural products for which Africa’s sold is positive (cocoa, coffee, tea, sesame seeds, cotton, tomatoes, …)



The bad news: trade policies are not improving

NTMs status is not improving

Number of NTM types by country on exports and imports of food products
Source: UNCTAD
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In addition to border formalities that are not getting better (see AATM2019), Non-Tariff Measures are a real impediment for African agricultural trade : here these NTMs impede either imports or exports… Example: In Benin, Ethiopia and Tunisia, many NTMs (at least three NTMs by product) on most food exports and imports (87% of exports and imports in Benin, 74% in Ethiopia, 70% in Tunisia)



The good news: new success stories for African agric. 
exports

• African vs. World Agricultural Exports and African Exports by product - 2003=100

• Source: 2020 AATM database
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African agr exports vary approximatively in line with world agric exports; but a few African products outperform: e.g. unprocessed products (sesamum seeds and tomatoes) and semiprocessed or processed products like soups and broths or sucrose



The good news: geog. diversification of African agric. 
exports
• Africa’s agricultural exports value and major destinations, 2003–2018 

• Source: 2020 AATM database
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African agr exports are diversifying away from European union and emerging economies’ share is increasing (BRIC, other regions like Malaysia, Viet Nam, United Arab Emirates); it’s better to be more diversified and it’s better to export more to countries which benefit from higher economic growth



The good news: more intra-African exports of semi-proc. & 
proc. products

• Intra-African Agricultural Exports: total and by product - 2008=100

• Source: 2020 AATM database
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Over 2008-2018, intra-african agricultural exports are going faster than world agricultural exports (not indicated on the graph) and this is especially true for many semi-processed (rice flour, wheat or meslin flour) and processed agr goods (soups and broths and preparations therefor, sucrose, food preparations). These are not the only products which outperform in terms of intra-African trade.



A few promises: impact of the AfCFTA on agr. trade

• The AfCFTA
• A substantial increase of agricultural trade between RECs is expected

• Source: 2020 AATM database 0
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Today SADC and COMESA countries dominate intra-continental agr trade, but most of intra-continental agr exports take place intra-regional. Tariffs are notably higher for extra-REC imports, with some protections against other African countries far exceeding the world tariffs (for example, IGAD and EAC countries charge 44.3 percent and 41.9 percent, respectively, on imports from AMU; EAC and ECCAS countries charge 20.9 percent and 22.8 percent, respectively, on imports from ECOWAS). Other reasons NTMs, Customs formalities, road infrastructure



A few promises: impact of the AfCFTA on agr. trade

• The AfCFTA
• A substantial increase of intra-African trade of agricultural semi-processed and processed 

products

• African exports by destination and by processing stage, main cereals and cassava value chain, 2003–2018
• Source: 2020 AATM database
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In the « main cereals and cassava » value chain, since 2010, the most dynamic component of agr trade is semi-processed intra-african exports (starch, groat and flour from manioc, maize, rice, wheat – in yellow) and processed intra-african exports (food preparation of flour, bread, pasta, couscous, tapioca, … - in orange). The AfCFTA, by reducing the Intra-African trading costs should amplify this evolution 



A few promises: impact of the AfCFTA on agr. trade

• The AfCFTA could lead to a formalization of informal trade 
• It would facilitate trade of agric. products, especially fresh products
• It would considerably reduce risk and uncertainty for informal traders, and 

especially for female traders 
• It would improve the measurement of trade and national statistics

• Benin exports (selected partners), 2010
• Source: ECENE
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There are many initiatives in Africa to evaluate the magnitude of informal trade. Informal trade, often under the type of smuggling, is much important between Benin and Nigeria. The ECENE study estimated for example that 57 percent of Benin’s exports to Nigeria is informal: it is related to high import duties, prohibitions on the Nigerian side. If the AfCFTA is successful in the removal of these barriers to trade, it would increase trade and imply a huge process of formalization of trade – big impact on trade, especially fresh products and on women
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